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Quality made in Germany.



SANTE Naturkosmetik presents a new range of decorative 
cosmetics: incredibly beautiful colours made from purely 
natural ingredients. The high-quality formulation with 
botanical oils and extracts guarantees gentle skin care 
as well as optimal skin compatibility even for highly 
sensitive skin. For a beautiful, skin friendly makeup.

Experience the world of natural beauty with our unique 
colour range for every type: young, fresh and trendy. 
Discover the “pure colors of nature” of SANTE  
Naturkosmetik. 
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SANTE Naturkosmetik meets the 
highest demands for modern, natural 
and skin friendly cosmetics. 

The Pure Beauty of Nature 
SANTE Naturkosmetik was formulated 
with the sensitive, allergy-prone 
skin in mind. 

Highest quality, purity and skin 
compatibility have been our main 
focus. As well as natural mineral and 
organic colouring agents,  
SANTE Naturkosmetik contains 
particularly skin-friendly botanical 
oils and waxes. Precious extracts 
of organically grown plants provide 
gentle care for your skin. 

As a rule, SANTE Naturkosmetik  
does not use any ingredients of 
known allergenic potential. The skin 
compatibility of all our products has 
been confirmed by dermatological 
tests performed exclusively on  
voluntary test persons.

Certified Quality
“Made in Germany“  
The new decorative cosmetics line of 
SANTE Naturkosmetik, developed and 
manufactured in Germany, is subject 
to a careful selection of raw materi-
als and a manufacturing process 
applying stringent quality criteria 
including extensive testing. Only 
when these have been met will the 
products be released for sale. 

Certified Natural Cosmetics 
The entire decorative cosmetics line 
of SANTE Naturkosmetik satisfies the 
strict criteria for Certified Natural 
Cosmetics (in accordance with the 
guidelines of BDIH)

Gentle Natural Cosmetics for Sensitive Skin
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Pure Beauty with Natural Ingredients
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All the certified products of  
SANTE’s decorative cosmetics line 
are free of synthetic colouring 
agents, fragrances and preserva-
tives. They do not contain any 
petrochemicals or silicone oils. 

Pure botanical oils, preferably 
organic, provide special care 
for your skin. 

Our skin-caressing formulations 
are enhanced by the precious plant 
extracts of our own production. 
Extracts of gentle organic camomile 
give soothing care. 

Organic pomegranate seed extracts 
contain beta-carotene and essential 
fatty acids known for their skin-
protective qualities. 

Organic jojoba oil leaves the skin 
soft and smooth. 

The mascaras and liquid liners 
pamper with the soothing extract of 
organic eyebright.



Create your own look using complementary 
shades – from natural and subtle to vivid and 
expressive. To suit your taste and enhance your 
personality. Suitable for any occasion.

Create Your Look for Any Occasion
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A heavenly sensation: a pure yet flawlessly radiant complexion.  
This gorgeous complexion is the result of the high-quality make-up 
products of SANTE Naturkosmetik. 

Particularly skin friendly qualities and purity give you an incredibly 
soft and velvety complexion.

Gorgeous Complexion

Complexion



Blush  
Model me! Soft powder blush with 
silky-smooth texture. For natural 
freshness. 
With organic jojoba and camomile.

Compact Powder  
Catwalk Chic! The perfect finish 
enriched with ultra-fine mineral  
pigments. For a powdery, trans- 
parent and even soft-matte  
complexion. With organic jojoba
and camomile. 

Complexion

Cover Sticks 
Magic Friends! Make dark circles 
around the eyes and small impurities 
disappear as if by magic. Cover small 
veins and moles in no time at all.

Soft Cream Foundation  
A Luxury Touch! Soft cream founda-
tion with precious mineral pigments. 
For a velvety, especially flawless 
complexion. Gives your skin a fresh, 
pleasant feel. With cupuaçu butter, 
pomegranate extract and valuable 
organic jojoba oil.
Free of paraffin and silicone oils. 



Radiant looks guaranteed! 
SANTE Naturkosmetik offers sublime highlights, even for 
sensitive eyes: eyeshadow trios in complementary colours, 
dazzling eyeshadow pencils, eyeliner pencils and liquid  
eyeliners for clear contours, special mascaras for  
fantastic volume.

For Your Eyes

Eyes



Eyes

Eyeshadow Trios   
Eye-catcher! Eyeshadow trio in 
complementary shades from nude 
to glam. For those unforgettable 
moments. With organic jojoba and 
camomile. 

Perfectly  
coordinated 
colour palettes

Eyeshadow Pencils   
Highlights! Colourful, fresh shades 
let your eyes shine. Seductive  
effects from playful to glamorous.

Tip: Try to blend 2 different 
colours for effect. 

Mascara Volume   
Drama Lashes! Natural waxes and 
purified mineral pigments nurture 
your eyelashes while giving amazing 
volume, dramatic curves and long-
lasting coverage. 

Tip: For an even more dramatic  
curve, try to powder your lashes 
before applying several coats of 
mascara.



Eyes

Liquid Liners   
Fine Line! Liquid eyeliner with special 
brush for those trendy thin lines. 

Eyeliner Pencils  
Perfect contours!  Gentle eyeliner 
pencils with a special texture. 
Perfectly suitable for use on the  
inner eyelid. With a sponge for soft 
blending: create a sophisticated  
effect and make the colour last 
longer.

Eyebrow Pencils      
Perfect Brow! Give your brows that 
precise arch. Outline the contours 
first, then style with the handy brush.



Lips

Brilliant Eye-Catchers: 
Seductive lips in soft, subtle shades – or an intense glossy look. 
It’s up to you. Our lipsticks, lipglosses and lip duos come in a 
matchless palette of colours and shades, provide nourishing care 
and let your lips shine, whatever the occasion.

Lip Magic



Lipsticks   
Color yourself! Gorgeous, natural 
colours, soft lip care and gentle  
protection. For irresistible lips. 
Translucent or intense, trendy or 
classic. With organic jojoba.  
Skin-friendly, free of synthetic 
colouring agents, fragrances or 
preservatives. 

Tip: For beautifully defined lips, 
outline the contours of your lips using 
the fine part of the Lip Duo Contour 
& Gloss. This prevents the colour from 
bleeding into the fine lines of the lips.

Lips

Lipgloss    
Glossy Kiss! Brilliant shine,  
seductive highlights for sensual, 
full lips. Apply on its own or on top 
of lipstick. Sensational finish with 
moisturising botanical oils.

Lip Duo Contour & Gloss    
Perfect Team! Brand new: lip duo 
pencil with double effect: lipliner 
for perfect contours and lipgloss  
for a sexy finish. Trendy colours, 
moisturising texture. 



The finishing touch of any look: exquisite nail polish to complement 
your appearance. In 20 dazzling shades that can be mixed and 
matched with the lipstick colour range. Quick drying, long-lasting 
and resistant. Hypoallergenic formulations free of formaldehydes, 
toluene and colophony rosin.

Charming nails

Nail Polishes     
Fascinating colours from gentle 
glow to colour statement, from 
the subtle elegance of the French 
look to the deep reds of glam.

Unique colour range,  
particularly skin-friendly

Nails



Choose the ideal  
combination of your  
favourite colours:

Cosmetic Colour Chart 

Your Own Personal Make-Up Collection

Lips
Lipsticks

01 light pink 
02 pink rose
03 natural pink
04 pink clover
05 pink tulip 
06 orange red 
07 warm red 
08 deep red
09 red cherry
10 brown red
11 nude beige
12 nude terra
13 nude mallow
14 nude cacao
15 nude passion
16 silver shimmer
17 copper shimmer
18 gold shimmer
19 bronze shimmer
20 red gold 

Nails
Nail Polishes

01 french clear
02 french white
03 french pearl
04 french rose
05 french mauve
06 metallic rose
07 metallic lavender 
08 metallic gold
09 metallic copper
10 metallic violet
11 shiny rose
12 shiny apricot
13 shiny hibiscus
14 shiny pink
15 shiny magenta
16 warm red
17 oriental red  
18 magnolia red
19 passion red
20 aubergine red

Lipgloss

01 diamond 
02 shiny rose 
03 rose wood
04 funky red 
05 shiny cassis 
06 bordeaux

Lip Duos 
Contour & Gloss

01 nude look
02 natural look 
03 glamorous look

Complexion
Coversticks

01 light 
02 medium
03 beige
04 olive

Soft Cream 
Foundations

01 porcelain 
02 light beige
03 sunny beige 

Eyes
Eyeshadow Sticks

01 white
02 silver
03 blue
04 green
05 olive
06 pearl 
07 rose
08 coffee 

Eyeshadow Trios

01 rose

02 aubergine

03 rose wood

04 natural green

05 ocean blue

06 smokey eyes

Mascara Volume

01 brown
02 black 

Kajal Eyeliner

01 metallic green
02 olive green
03 metallic blue
04 night blue
05 curry brown
06 deep brown
07 anthracite 
08 deep black

Dipliner

01 sparkling brown
02 sparkling silver
03 black glamour

Eyebrow Pencils

01 blonde
02 brown

Compact Powders

01 porcelain
02 light sand 
03 golden beige 
04 summer tan

Blush

01 silky terra
02 silky mallow
03 silky magnolia 


